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Let A be a finite-dimensional algebra over an algebraically closed field. A section S of the 
Auslander-Reiten quiver T(A) of A is called a left strong section when it does not have injective 
predecessers (except in S) and every source of S is injective. With a sink i of the Gabriel quiver 
of A, an algebra S,+A is associated, which naturally induces a partial map from f(A) to T(S:A). 
In this paper we investigate the map for simply connected algebras, and prove that the number 
of left strong sections of S,‘A is not greater than the number of left strong sections of A. 
Introduction 
Let A be a finite-dimensional algebra over an algebraically closed field K and 
DA = Hom,(A,K) the K-dual of A. Hughes and Waschbusch [4] defined a ring 
S,tA, which is called in this note a reflection of A, for a sink i in the ordinary 
quiver Q(A) and they proved that the trivial extension algebra A K DA of A by 
DA is of finite representation type if and only if there is an S+-admissible sequence 
II, . ..1 i, of Q(A) (that is to say, ik+, is a sink in Q(S,‘... SiTA) for every k 
(Oskcn)) such that Sl... SC,4 is a tilted algebra of Dynkin class (cf. [2], and see 
[3] for the definition of tilted algebras). Further, in this case A is simply connected 
in the sense of Bongartz-Gabriel [l] ([4,6]). The A-modules whose supports do not 
contain i are naturally regarded as S;+A-modules, so that S;’ induces a partial map 
from the Auslander-Reiten quiver Z(A) of A to T(S,+A). In this note we shall in- 
vestigate the partial map for simply connected Auslander-Reiten quivers. 
Let A be a simply connected algebra. In the third section we shall define the left 
strong section in the Auslander-Reiten quiver T(A) of A, and show that, if $A is 
simply connected for a strong sink i, the number of strong sections of Z((S:A) is 
smaller than or equal to the number of strong sections of T(A). Here a sink i of Q(A) 
is said to be strong when the indecomposable injective module Z(i) corresponding 
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to i is strong [4], that is, there is no sequence of non-isomorphisms between indecom- 
posable modules I+ ... + I(i) such that I is injective and non-isomorphic to Z(i). As 
an application, we shall show that in the above result by Hughes and Waschbiisch 
we can take an St-admissible sequence i,, . . . , i, of strong sinks. 
1. Preliminaries 
Throughout this note, an algebra A is assumed to be finite-dimensional, basic, 
indecomposable and simply connected over an algebraically closed field K. Q(A) 
and T(A) denote the ordinary quiver and the Auslander-Reiten quiver of A, respec- 
tively. By {e,} we understand a fixed complete set of orthogonal primitive idem- 
potents of A which is indexed by the vertices of Q(A). We denote by mod,4 the 
category of finite-dimensional left A-modules and by ind A a set of representatives 
of the isoclasses of finite-dimensional indecomposable left A-modules. 
First we shall recall some definitions and results from [l] and [4]. Let MA be the 
natural bijection from the set of vertices of T(A) to ind A such that there is an arrow 
x+ y in T(A) if and only if there is an irreducible map MA(x) --t MA(y) in mod A. 
The Auslander-Reiten translation r in T(A) corresponds to the dual-transpose DTr 
in mod A. By a mesh (y, x) we understand the full subquiver of T(A) corresponding 
to the almost split sequence 0 + M*(y) +X-t M,(x) + 0 in mod A. For a vertex i 
of Q(A), by Tand i we understand the vertices of T(A) such that M,4(T) ?Ae, and 
MA(i)=D(e,A). Let !CI be a subquiver of T(A). The support of 52, denoted by 
supp(Q), is the set of vertices i of Q(A) such that Hom,(M,,(T), Mjr(x)) #0 for 
some x of 52. 0(Q) denotes the graph defined by the r-orbits G(x) of all x of a. There 
is an edge 0(x) - 0(y) in e(n) if there is an arrow 7”‘~ + s”y or r”jx + r’y in T(A) 
for some integers m,n. Since T(A) is simply connected by assumption, &Z(A)) is 
a tree [I]. A connected full subquiver S of T(A) is called a section if it is maximal 
with respect to the property that 0(x)#@(y) for any xfy in S. A path e :x, --t 
x2 + .+. +x,,, is said to be sectional when it is a subquiver of a section, that is, 
xj# TJC,+~ for all 1 <j< m - 2. And e is said to be non-zero when there is a sequence 
of irreducible maps Mf4 (x,) + MA (x2) + ... --t M,,(x,,,) whose composition is 
non-zero. 
For a vertex x of T(A), we shall denote by _? the full subquiver of T(A) whose 
vertices are all those y with paths from x to y in T(A). Since T(A) is simply connected 
by assumption, 2 contains a unique maximal subsection which contains x. We 
shall denote it by r,$(x) and call it the right ruy of x in T(A). We dually define a full 
subquiver 2 and the left ray IA(x) in T(A). A full subquiver R,,r(x) is defined by the 
vertices y of T(A) such that either y belongs to m(x) or there is a subquiver 
y. + y, ~ ... -y,,, =y of T(A), where y,, E r,,l(x) and y, $ r,,, (x) for all 1 5 is m, and 
the direction of arrows is specified only for y0 +y,. For a subquiver CI of T(A), the 
set of vertices of a full subquiver R,(Q) is by definition the set of vertices of 
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U x,RRA(~). L,(Q) is similarly defined by the left ray. 
For a sink i in Q(A), an algebra STA is defined as the following matrix algebra 
141: 
$A. = 
( 
(1 -e,)A(l -e,) (1 -e,)(DA)e; 
0 > eiAei ’ 
S,-A is similarly defined for a source i of Q(A). It is easy to see that A K DA = 
S:A D< D(S:A) = SlyA !X D(S,-A) and S,-S:A = S:S,TA for any sink i and any source 
j of Q(A). 
Finally we note that there is a quiver-morphism K from T(A) to ZA, [l, 1.61. 
Here ZA, denotes a quiver with translation T such that the set of vertices is the set 
of integers, an arrow a + b is defined when b = a + 1, and s(a) = a - 2 for any vertex 
a. Thus we have that K(~)=K(x)+ 1 for any arrow x-y of T(A). 
2. The reflection Si+ as a partial map 
From this section on we assume that i is a strong sink of Q(A) such that STA is 
simply connected. We put M= MA and Mi = M,,+,$ for short. 
If i does not belong to supp M(x) for a vertex x of T(A), then M(x) is canoni- 
cally regarded as an STA-module (since Ae; is simple projective, M(x) is a 
(1 - e,)A(l - e;)-module and so an S’A-module via the canonical epimorphism 
S,+A -+ (1 - e;)A(l -e;)). Hence, in this case, there is a vertex of T(S’A), denoted 
by S:(x), such that M,(S:(x))=M(x) as S,+A-modules. Moreover, we denote by 
S,+(i) the projective vertex of T(S:A) corresponding to the indecomposable projec- 
tive module (,!$:A)(: z). The idempotents (g i ) and (2 i) (j# i) form a complete 
set of orthogonal primitive idempotents of S,‘.A. We again use the notations Tand 
_7 as projective vertices in T(S,+A) corresponding to (i 6’,) and (2 t), respectively. 
Thus we may identify the set of vertices of Q(S:A) with the set of vertices of Q(A), 
and we have that S;‘(i) = Tin T(S;+A). Now let a :x +y be an arrow in T(A) such that 
both S,+(x) and S,+(y) are defined for a sink i of Q(A), i.e. ie supp{S:(x),Si(y)}. 
If there is an arrow from S:(x) to S’(y) in T(S’A), then we denote it by S:(o). 
Thus we have a partial map ST : T(A) + T(S:A). The domain and the range of SF, 
denoted by domain ST and range ST, are the subsets of the vertices of T(A) and 
G%+A), respectively, such that domain ST = {XE T(A) 1 i@ supp(x)} 11 {i} and 
range ST = {y E T(S’A) 1 i $ supp(y)} I1 { 7). F rom the definition, we have that for a 
sink i of Q(A), rad M,(T) = @i_X in I-CA) M,(S;‘(x)) and M;(r))/rad M,(T) is injective 
in mod S,tA, where rad X means the radical of a module X. Finally it should be 
noted that S:A is not in general of finite representation type even if A is simply 
connected. It is clear that if i $ supp(j) for a vertex j of Q(A), then S,‘(j) is projec- 
tive in T(S:(A)), and that M(j) is an SFA-module exactly when i#j. The following 
lemma is an immediate consequence of the definition: 
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Lemma 2.1. ST induces a bijection from the set of injectives j of T(A) such that 
j $ supp M(i) to the set of injectives of T(S:A) whose suppork do not contain i. 
0 
Lemma 2.2 (cf. [4, 3.51). Let S be a section in T(A) such that iesupp L(S). Then 
S,+(S) is a section in T(S,+A) such that i@ supp L(S,‘(S)) and S,’ induces a quiver 
isomorphism L(S) G L(S:(S)). 
Proof. Since ifl supp(j) for any projective vertex J in L(S), S:(T) is projective in 
T(S,‘A). If an arrow a :x+7 is in L(S), then an arrow S,+(a) : S,+(x) --t S;+(J) exists 
of T(S’A). Hence we can naturally embed every object x of L(S) to T(S;‘A) by in- 
duction on the maximal length of paths from simple projectives to x in L(S). 0 
Let A = R(I(i))nL(r(l))\I(i) and Ai= R(l(Q)n L(r(i’))\r(i’). Then L(A)t3R(i)= 
r(i), see Fig. 1. 
r(A) : 
Fig. 1 
Lemma 2.3. Let a : x+y be an arrow in T(A) such that ie supp{x, y} and ie 
supp S,+(y). Then there is an arrow S,+(G) : S,+(x) --f S;+(y) in f(S,‘A). 
Proof. Since i $ supp{x, y}, M(a) is a morphism in mod STA. We must show that 
M(a) is irreducible in mod STA. But it immediately follows from the assumption 
that any indecomposable STA-module X with a non-zero morphism to M,(S,f(y)) 
(=M(y)) is an A-module. 0 
Lemma 2.4. Let (y,x) be a mesh in T(A) such that i@ supp{x, y}. Then the following 
assertions hold: 
(i) (sS,+x, S,+x) = S:(y, x) if i $ supp sS;x. 
(ii) (S,+y, r ‘STY) = S:(y, x> if i $ supp rP ISTy. 
Proof. Assume that i$ supp sS,‘x, and consider the following commutative diagram: 
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E:O-M(TX) -x-A4(x)-0 
u I! i; u’ u VI 
E; : 0 - M; (rS;+x) - Y - Mi (Si~X) - 0 
Here, E and E; are almost split sequences in mod A and mod S:A, respectively. We 
have the morphisms u, u, u’ and v’, because E and E; are exact in mod S:A and 
mod A, respectively. The isomorphism E=E, follows from the uniqueness of the 
almost split sequence. Thus we obtain assertion (i), and (ii) follows similarly. Cl 
Proposition 2.5. SF induces a quiver isomorphism 
Proof. First observe that by ST the vertices a of T(A) with i-a bijectively corres- 
pond to the vertices b of T(S:A) with b-L We let A(a)=r(a)nA and d;(a)= 
r(S;+(a))fld ;. In view of Lemma 2.3, it suffices to show that Sj’ induces a quiver 
isomorphism A(a)GA;(a) for any a with i -+a. For this we have only to show the 
following condition (S,) for any integer n: 
6% ) 
an-1 
For any sectional path Q, : a =x,, 2 x1 + ... - 
a,, 
X,-l -xn 
in A(a), all Si’(Orj) are defined and Sj’(e,,) is sectional. 
Because, in this case, ST induces a quiver embedding A(a)cd,(a). And, for any 
arrow fi: S;‘(x)+y’in A,(a) with x~d(a), there is an arrow (Y:x+~ in A(a) so that 
/3 = S+(a) : S:(x) + S:(y) =_y’, because ie supp(y’). Thus ST induces the desired iso- 
morphism A(a)Zd ;(a). Now it is easy to see that (S,) holds, and we suppose that 
(S,_ i) holds. Since s:(@,_ i) is sectional, s:(@+ i) CAi(a). If x,, is projective, then 
S:(x,) is projective, so that S:(a,) is defined and ST@,) is sectional. Next consider 
the case where x, is non-projective, and put cz; : TX, +x,_ 1 an arrow. By Lemma 
2.3, S:(crL) : S:(rx,) - S,‘(x,_ ,) is defined. Since, by Lemma 2.1, S:(zx,) is non- 
injective, there is an arrow CX~: S:(x,_,)-t splS,?(txn). We claim that the com- 
posed path c$. ST@,_ i) : ST(a) + ... + S:(x,_ ,) + SF’S:(TX,,) is sectional. For, 
otherwise, S:(rx,)=S,+(x,-,) because S;+(Q,~~) is sectional. But this implies that 
rx, =x+,, which contradicts that Q, is sectional. Thus, in particular, we have that 
ie supp rY’S,‘(rx,). It follows from Lemma 2.4 that ~~~S,‘(rx,)=S~(x,). As a 
consequence, we know that S,‘(cr,) is defined and s,+(a,,)=al which implies that 
ST@,) is sectional. 0 
3. Strong sections 
A section S of T(A) is called a left section if O(s) = O(s), that is, s\S does not 
contain injectives. A left section S is called a left strong section if every source of 
S is injective. We can similarly define the right strong section, but we shall not use 
it in this note. Hence by the strong section we understand the left strong section. 
Any simply connected Auslander-Reiten quiver has strong sections. Every strong 
section contains a strongly injective vertex. It is easy to prove the following lemma: 
Lemma 3.1. (1) Let S, T be strong sections in T(A). Then S= T if and only if 
B(S)nQ(T)=0. 
(2) For a strong section S in f(A), the following three ussertions are equivulent: c _ t + 
(i) i$S, (ii) ie SU S and (iii) ie supp S. Moreover, in these cases, SUSC 
domain S,’ . iIJ 
Lemma 3.2. Let S be a section in T(A) such that S~domain S,’ and S:(S) is a left 
section in T(S;‘A). If i $ supp s,‘(S), then i B supp 5 and s;‘(S) does not contuin 
uny vertex S;‘(u) with !+a in T(A). 
Proof. Let T= S:(S). We first show the second assertion. Suppose that S,+(u) E 5 
for some i--t u in T(A). Clearly, S,+(u) 6 T because T is a section, T@ T, and an arrow 
bC3 := SF(uj ---t T=: cg is in T(S,‘A). Take a path b,, + b, --f ... + b,,, with b,,, E T and 
b,$ T for all /<PI. Since b. is non-injective, we have arrows co-’ r -‘bo=: c, and 
b, + c, . Clearly bz # c, , because i$ supp(b?) and i E supp(c,). If tn # 1, then 6, is 
non-injective by the assumption that T is a left section. By repeating it we have a 
path ~--t cl --t ... + ck with cx E T. Thus cg E ?, which contradicts that i$ supp ?. 
Next, to show the first assertion, we suppose to the contrary that iE supp 5. Let 
K be a quiver-morphism from T(A) to &I1 (see Section l), and take a vertex x of 
‘s with maximal K(X) among those vertices of 5 whose supports contain i. Let 
“I c,,, Q,,l : x = X() - x, + . . . - x,,, be a path with x,,, ES and x,$S for all l<m. Since 
iesuppx, for all I>O, by Lemma 2.3 every S,‘((x,) (I> I) is defined and the path 
Sis(% I ) . . . S:(az) is in p\ T. In particular, x#i by the second assertion, that is, 
x is non-injective. Further, as T is a left section, every S,‘(x,) (O< I< m) is not injec- 
tive and neither is x, by Lemma 2.1. Therefore there is a path from rP ‘x0 to 
r+J&,, so that T- ‘x0 E 5 because S is a section and so 5 Ix,+, ES. We can take 
an arrow x=x,, + y with ie supp(y), because there is a non-zero path from x to i. 
Then ,VE s, taking account of a path y-+ 5-I x0. Thus, from the maximality of 
K(X), we have that K(~)~K(x), which contradicts that K(Y) =K(x)+ 1. 0 
Proposition 3.3. S,+ induces a bijection from the set of strong sections S in T(A) 
such that i $ supp S to the set of strong sections T in T(S:A) such that i $ supp T; 
S - S,+(S). Moreover, in this case, S,+ : $2 s,‘(S) is a quiver-isomorphism and 
supp s = supp s:(s). 
Proof. Let S be a strong section in T(A) such that ic$ supp S, and put T= S:(S). It fol- 
lows from Lemma 3.1 that S~domain ST, and from Lemma 2.2 that Si’ induces 
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a quiver-isomorphism S 7 L(T) and i $ supp T. Then it is clear that T is a strong 
section. 
Conversely, let T be a strong section in T(S,+A) such that ie supp T. Take a sub- 
quiver S of T(A) such that T= S,‘(S) as sets of vertices. Since every source of T is 
injective, it follows from Lemma 2.1 that i does not belong to supp S. By Lemmas 
3.2 and 2.3 we have only to show that the subquiver S is full and a section. 
(a) Let cy : s + x be an arrow of T(A) with s E S. We claim that x or rx E S. Since 
there is an arrow S:(o) : S,+(s) + S;‘(x), we have that either S,+(x) E T or sS,+(x) E T. 
In case of the former, x belongs to S. Assume the latter and let S’(y) = rS:(x) for 
some y E S. Since S,‘(x) is not projective in T(S;‘A), neither is x in T(A). The almost 
split sequences in mod S,‘A corresponding to the mesh (S;+(y), S,+(x)) is an exact se- 
quence in mod A. Hence Homn(M(y), M(rx)) #O, which implies that TXE~C ?, so 
that i$supp(~x). It follows from Lemma 2.4 that ST(y) =S'(TX), that is to say, 
TX= y. Thus we have that SXE S. 
(b) Let/3:x--,sbeanarrow inT(A)withsES. Weclaim thatxor ~F’xES. lfx 
is non-injective, then there is an arrow s+ T ‘x. Hence it follows from (a) that x 
or T-~ ‘xES. Thus we assume that x is injective and put x=j. In the case whereje 
supp(i), S:(j) is injective by Lemma 2.1. Hence there is an arrow S,‘(p) : S,+(j) --$ 
S,‘(s). Since-T is a section, we have that S:(J’)E T and hence XES. In the case 
where j E supp(i), there is an arrow i_ + a in f(A) such that Hom,(M(a), M(j)) # 0. 
Hence we have that S,‘(a) E S,‘(j) C S,‘(.s) C ?‘, a contradiction. 
(c) Let u : S:(s,) - S,+(s,) be an arrow in T. Since the non-zero morphism M;(LI) 
is regarded as a morphism in mod A, there is a non-zero path Q : s, -+x + ... + s2 in 
T(A). Since i$ supp 2, as is stated above and ir$ supp S,+(sz), by Lemma 2.3 we 
have a path S,‘(Q) : S,+(s,) + S’(x) + ... + S,+(s,). Hence S,‘(Q) = II and so x = s2, 
because T(S’(A)) is simply connected. This implies that S is full. That S is a section 
is now clear from (a) and (b). r_l 
Proposition 3.4. If T is a strong section in T(S:A) such that i E supp T, then there 
is a strong section S in T(A) such that ie supp S, ST(S)C ? and supp SC supp T. 
Proof. Let 2 be the set of sections in T(S:A) which are contained in ? and contain 
all arrows of the form x’+ z Z is non-empty, because X’E ? for all x’-+ L Take a 
section T’ in 2 such that there is no section in Z containing (T’ \ {x}) U {r ‘x] for 
a noninjective vertex x of T’. T’ \ {T} is clearly contained in R(l(F))tl L(r(T))\r(T). 
It follows from Proposition 2.5 that there is a section S in T(A) such that T’= 
S:(S) and i is a source of S. We claim that S is a left strong section in T(A). Every 
source s in S is clearly injective, because S,‘(s) is a source in T’ and so injective 
from the definition T’. Hence we only have to show that S \ S contains no injectives. 
It clearly holds that S\S= ([\ {i})U(n n S\S), where d = R(I(i))nL(r(i))\I(i). As 
i is strongly injective, L\ {i} does not contain injectives. Moreover, by Proposition 
2.5, S,’ induces a quiver isomorphism n tl S \Sl ni n ?” \ T’, where di fl ?’ \ T 
does not contain injectives, because it is a subquiver of ?‘\ T. As a consequence, 
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d II S\S contains no injectives, and neither does S\S. The other assertion of the 
proposition is an immediate consequence of the definition of the strong sections. 
Theorem 3.5. Let A be a simply connected algebra and i a strong sink such that 
S,+A is simply connected. Then the number of the left strong sections of f(S:A) is 
smaller than or equal to the number of left strong sections of T(A). 
Proof. Let T,, ..,, T, be all strong sections of T(S,‘A) such that any supp T, does 
not contain i. It follows from Proposition 3.3 that there are strong sections S, of 
T(A) such that iesupp Sk and T,=ST(S,) for all k. On the other hand, by Lemma 
3.1 there is at most one strong section, say T, with i E supp T; suppose that it exists. 
It then follows from Proposition 3.4 that there is a strong section S containing i in 
T(A) such that S’(S)C T. This completes the proof. q 
A (finite or infinite) sequence il, i,, . . . , i,, . . . is called an S’-admissible sequence 
in Q(A) if in+, is a sink in Q(S,fi . . . SCA) for all n 20, where we put SZA = A. In 
particular, such a sequence is called an S+-admissible sequence of strong sinks 
in Q(A) if each i,,+, is a strong sink in Q(S,fi . . . SCA). It is easy to see that, if 
II> 12, ... , [,I, ... is an infinite S+-admissible sequence in Q(A), then (i,? / n 2 1) is the 
set of all vertices of Q(A). 
Proposition 3.6. If A K DA is of finite representation type, then there is an 
S+-admissible sequence i,, i,, . . . , i,, of strong sinks in Q(A) such thut S,: .., S,:A is a 
tilted algebra. 
Proof. Assume that A K DA is of finite representation type. Note that Sill . . . S{A 
is simply connected for any S’-admissible sequence ii, . . . ,i,, in Q(A) [4,6] and 
every strong section contains a strongly injective vertex. We shall proceed by induc- 
tion on the number #(A) of the strong sections for the simply connected algebra A. 
(i) Assume that #(A) = 1. Let S (Or be a unique strong section in T(A) and i, a 
strongly injective vertex in S . N’) By Theorem 3.5 we have a unique strong section 
S(” in T(S,‘A). It follows from Proposition 3.3 that i, ~supp S”‘, hence from 
Proposition 3.4 that supp S”‘Csupp S . (‘) Thus we have inductively an infinite 
S ‘-admissible sequence of strong injectives ii,&, . . . , k,, . . . such that r(S,f, . . . S,,‘A) 
has a unique strong section .S(“) with the property that &,+, ES’“’ and supp S’“‘C 
supp S(“+ ‘) for all nz0. On the other hand, {i,, 1 nr l} must be all of the vertices 
of Q(A). Hence there is an integer n such that {i,, . . . , i,,} consists of all vertices in 
Q(A), and so supp S’“’ = {ii, . . . , i,, }. Since S(‘I) 1s a strong section, it follows that 
the number of vertices in O(S(‘i’) is the same as the number of all projectives. Thus 
we know that S,:, . . . SjTA is a tilted algebra with a complete slice SC”) in r(Slfr . . S,:A) 
by 13, 7.21. (We remark that S”” is of Dynkin type and S,: . ..S{A is a tilted 
algebra of the same Dynkin class as A K DA in the sense of Riedtmann [5] (see [4, 
3.61). 
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(ii) Assume that # (A) = m + 1 and let S,, . . . , S,, + , be all strong sections in T(A). 
Then o(S,,, + I ) fl B(S,) = 0 for all k 5 m. Take a strongly injective vertex i1 in S,, + ,. 
It follows from Proposition 3.3 that Sl(S,) is a strong section in T(SzA) and 
it @U ,SkS,U suPPS;(&). Repeating the argument, we finally have an 
S+-admissible sequence i ,,...,i,ofstrongsinksinQ(A)suchthati,~U,,k,,supp- 
S,: . . . S{(S,) for all I (1515 t) and all strong injectives in r(Slf . . . SlA) belong to 
U ,5k_l S,f...Sz(S,), where every SC . . . Sl(S,) is a strong section. Thus we have 
that #(S,f... S,:A) = m, because every strong section contains strong injectives. 
Hence, from the inductive assumption, there is an S+-admissible sequence 
I,+ ,, . . . , i,, of strong sinks in Q(S,f . . . S,:A) such that Sl . . . S,y+, (Slf... S,:A) is a 
tilted algebra of Dynkin class. Thus we completed the proof. 0 
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